The creepy, inspiring world of parasites

Ocean hitchhikers and body snatchers abound in the deepest trenches. But why?

How to tow an iceberg

Scientists have pondered using icebergs to help water-starved cities. Here’s how they imagine it

A geochemical surprise?

Mainland freshwater may be a more important source of nutrients for the ocean than previously thought.

Image of the week: "A sea butterfly ascends"

A species of pteropod, or sea snail, flaps its two pseudo-wings to swim up and down in the deep.

Apply now for a research opportunity at WHOI!

Through the Summer Student Fellowship, we mentor undergrads in ocean science.

WHOI IN THE NEWS

WIRED
The Plan to Build a Global Network of Floating Power Stations

ECOR NEWS
Camera Could Protect Endangered Right Whales

MIT NEWS
Scientists discover slimy microbes that may help keep coral reefs healthy

THE BARNSTANBLE PATRIOT
Sea Grant funding helps Barnstable growers get seafood to families in need

Where are WHOI Ships Now?

START TRACKING →

Follow us #WHOI